Attention may be directed either toward a location in space or toward particular objects or stimulus configuThe response properties of cells in the primary visual rations. Object-oriented attention is related to percepcortex (V1) were measured while the animals directed tual learning, in that improvement in the discriminability their attention either to the position of the neuron's of visual stimulus attributes is intimately related to the receptive field (RF), to a position away from the RF configuration within which the discriminated feature is (focal attention), or to four locations in the visual field presented. The specificity for visual field location of (distributed attention). Over the population, varying atperceptual learning seen in psychophysical studies sugtentional state had no significant effect on the regests involvement of early stages in visual cortical sponse to an isolated stimulus within the RF but had a processing. The further specificity for stimulus configularge influence on the facilitatory effects of contextual ration suggests a possible interaction between toplines. We propose that the attentional modulation of down influences and these early levels ( ies involving awake monkeys trained to do a discriminaThe contextual influence that is the focus of this study tion task, the physiology inevitably reflects a measure is the interaction between nearby collinear line segof perceptual learning. We make use of this individual ments, which has been proposed to play a role in convariation to help establish the correlation between attentour saliency (Wertheimer, 1938 subjects and monkeys. The object of these experiments
was to explore the effects of visuospatial attention on the contextual modulation of responses in primary visual cortex and to compare these effects with attentional modulation of classical response properties. The animals were trained and their performance was studied as described in the previous paper (Ito et al., 1998) . They were trained to operate under two attentional states: either "distributed attention," in which they were cued to attend to all of four stimuli, or "focal attention," in which they were cued to a single stimulus among the four (Figure 1) . With respect to the receptive fields of individual cells, one could distinguish between locations of focal attention: one in which the animal attended to the receptive field location and one in which the animal attended to positions away from the receptive field. The cue was always delivered well in advance ‫1ف(‬ s) of the stimulus presentation and was not part of the stimulus itself.
The task engaging the animal's attention, and the probe for measuring the effect of attention, was a comparison of the brightness of a reference line presented near the fixation point with one of four target lines presented at the 45/135/225/315Њ meridia, each at an eccentricity of 3.5Њ. During the recording sessions, one varied from one to six. For physiological recordings, we modified After the monkeys were well trained to perform the this task: for all but the last stimulus presentation, the luminance brightness discrimination task, we studied neuronal reof all four test lines were similar to that of the reference line. In the sponses of superficial layer complex cells in area V1. last stimulus presentation of the discrimination trials, data collection For every cell, before examining the effects of attention, was canceled, and brightness of the target line was changed. In the a series of baseline experiments were performed under fixation trials, the reference line was not shown, and the fixation fixation trials (without cueing the animal to attend to point was dimmed after the last stimulus presentation instead of presenting the response targets. Animals were rewarded when they the periphery) to measure the standard properties of released the lever immediately after the fixation spot dimmed. receptive field position, size, and orientation. Then we studied neuronal responses while the monkeys performed the brightness discrimination task, in which tar-2A. A second line segment, presented alone and outside get lines were presented in four positions (in subsequent the receptive field, elicited no response. When the two experiments on the second monkey, targets were prestimuli were presented together, however, the cell's resented in six positions). One line segment (the target sponse was often increased substantially, by as much line) was presented within the receptive field at the cell's as a factor of 3. optimum orientation. The other lines were located symmetrically around the fixation point, as shown in Figure  An example of the kind of contextual facilitation seen though the contextual line by itself produced no response, it increased the response to the target line over 2.5-fold ( Figure 2B ). The time course of the facilitation followed that of the responses themselves. Over a population of 86 cells showing facilitation in any attentional condition, the increased response induced by a contextual line began at the outset of the response and was maintained during the entire time course of the response ( Figure 2C ; the gray bar indicates period during which statistically significant facilitation was observed ( Figure 3D ). For the focal attention conditions, the mean target. We evaluated two parameters: (1) the threshold of brightness discrimination, which was represented by (ϩ standard deviation) size of the bias toward the cued direction was Ϫ0.002Њ ϩ 0.094Њ (n ϭ 428), as compared the inverse of the slope of the psychometric curves for the without-flank trials, and (2) facilitation, which was with 0.000Њ ϩ 0.70Њ under distributed attention (n ϭ 211), which represents no significant difference (t test, t ϭ measured by the leftward shift in the psychometric curve, at the 50% point, from the without-flank to the 0.534, p Ͼ 0.05).
In order to evaluate the potential effect of shifts in with-flank trials. In addition to making psychometric curves early in the animals' training (once they undereye position on our results, we grouped the trials into two sets, one half including the fixation positions closest stood the task but before extensive training had occurred), we measured the animals' performance several to the focus of attention, the other half including the positions farthest away. The mean eye positions in these weeks later at the beginning of the physiological part of the study and after the recordings were completed two sets differ by 0.11Њ, yet, as shown in Figure 3E , the facilitation in these two sets was quite similar. Given that (Figure 4) . In monkey SA, the first data of facilitation was obthe differences in eye position under different attentional states were less than this, it is unlikely that shifts in tained at the eighth week after we began to get reliable behavioral data. Thus, it might be expected from our eye position could account for the observed effect of attention on facilitation.
work with humans that the difference in the magnitude of facilitation between distributed and focal attention Two monkeys, SA and UM, were used in this study. Since the attentional effects observed in the companion had already narrowed at this time. Recordings began at the 32nd week after overtraining. In monkey UM, the psychophysical study were dependent on learning (Ito et al., 1998), it was important to measure the animals' first graph was obtained at the first week. Recordings started earlier than with SA, commencing at 6 weeks. performance at different times during the study. As described in the earlier paper (Ito et al., 1998), the animals' Given the earlier stage in training at which recordings had begun for monkey UM, it is likely that the trend of performance was described by a psychometric curve that showed relationships between luminance level of perceptual learning would have continued even after the end of the recording period. As reported in the previous the target line and the frequency of reporting a brighter Figure 8C . Since the receptive field position was different for each cell, the coordinates were rotated to make the receptive field positions coincide on the right horizontal direction. There was no significant difference in eye position for these different states, and no drift of eye position toward the cued locations. The mean ϩ standard deviation in eye position under focal attention was 0.011Њ ϩ 0.097Њ (n ϭ 392) and under distributed attention was 0.000Њ ϩ 0.064Њ (n ϭ 196), representing no significant difference (t test, t ϭ 1.327, p Ͼ 0.05).
As in the example in Figure 3 , we evaluated the effect of eye position on the facilitation, dividing the data set into trials when the eyes were positioned closer to and farther from the cue. The difference in eye position, again roughly 0.1Њ, was insufficient to alter the basic finding, ences in attentional state. relative angle. In Figure 10C , the change from focal attention on the receptive field position to distributed attention represented a removal of facilitation seen at 0Њ and an unmasking of a broadly tuned inhibition. We never observed a shift in the peak of facilitation, but instead a modulation of the facilitation at the same relative angle as well as changes in the overall level of inhibition across all relative angles. Over the entire sample as shown in Figure 10E , the facilitation was the most pronounced and affected the greatest number of cells at a relative angle of 0Њ. Inhibition, on the other hand, peaked over a wide range of relative orientations, and many cells individually showed a broadly tuned inhibition.
Discussion
The principal finding of this study is that one can not only see the effects of visuospatial attention in primary visual cortex, but that these effects are particularly exerted on the contextual facilitatory influences from outside the classical receptive field. While there was a small amount of modulation according to the state of attention in the response to the target stimuli alone in the absence of the contextual stimuli, this modulation did not reach a level of significance when averaged over the sample population. In addition, for the population of cells where inhibitory influences for collinear stimuli predominated, there was no effect of attention. The collinear facilitation did, on the other hand, show considerable modulation occurred when recordings began, more pronounced attentional modulation of contextual effects may exist at the cellular level for naïve subjects. The existence of perceptual learning as a factor in the performance on the receptive field. There was, however, a considerable variability in this behavior, with some cells having maxithe attention task leads to differences between individuals on the behavioral performance, particularly with remal facilitation over a range of relative angles. This was true for the cells included in this study as well, and we spect to facilitation, and on the associated physiology. The fact that the animals were overtrained on the task asked whether visuospatial attention had any systematic effect on the orientation tuning of the facilitatory leads to the different effects of attention on facilitation than that observed before recording and to differences effects. The orientation tuning of facilitatory effects at the three attentional states is shown for several cells in relative to that reported in our earlier psychophysical study (Ito et al., 1998) . The fact that one animal received Figure 10 . In Figure 10A , the optimum angle was 0Њ, and though the amount of facilitation was different under the more training than the other might account for the differences in their relative performance on the focal versus different attentional conditions, it peaked at the same distributed attention tasks. Whatever accounts for the field size and surround interactions (M. Kapadia et al., 1998, Soc. Neurosci., abstract). In the initial study, we differences in performance between the two animals, it is important that the consistent difference in facilitation correlated human psychophysics with monkey physiology; in the current study, we have both the psychophysbetween focal and distributed attention seen at the end indicates that both animals used different strategies for ics and the physiology in the same animal. Finally, we have presented results concerning the time course of the two conditions, reflecting a difference in attentional state. This difference is then reflected in the attentional the contextual effect. The fact that the contextual effect arises at the same time as the response itself supports modulation of contextual facilitation of cell responses in V1.
the idea that it arises via a feedforward mechanism like the horizontal connections as opposed to feedback conThe relatively small effect of attention on the response to the target alone as compared with the much larger nections from higher order cortical areas. Other contextual effects, such as facilitation from texture boundaries effect on contextual modulation might account for the variability in earlier reports on the presence or absence located well outside the receptive field, have been shown to arise late in the response, leading to an interof attentional effects in area V1. Previous studies reported either little or no effect of attention in area V1 pretation that they are mediated by feedback connections ( the modulation of these effects by top down influences provides a mechanism by which internal representations We have previously provided evidence that the contextual influences seen in primary visual cortex arise, at of stimulus configuration can be tested against inputs reflecting physical reality. least in part, from long range horizontal connections that are intrinsic to V1 Wiesel, 1979, 1983, While our results emphasize the facilitatory effects of attention, work in other visual cortical areas have shown 1989, 1990; Kapadia et al., 1995). In this study, there are several additional points to add to the contextual either an inhibitory influence or a bias toward one of two competing stimuli. This modulation is generally obeffects. Earlier, we had shown brightness induction for a detection task at threshold levels of brightness. Here, served when both attended stimuli and distractors were presented within a cell's receptive field. When subjects we used suprathreshold stimuli, with a brightness discrimination task relative to a reference line. Recent studattend to an object's location, there is an inhibition at the sites surrounding the attended area or a filtering ies suggest that the occurrence of facilitation depends on the contrast of the target stimulus (Polat et al., 1998) . and crossed the V1/V2 border. The electrode was usually kept near the position at which it first encountered spike activity, and all reTraining and Preparation cording sites were restricted to the superficial 600 m of cortex. Details of the training procedures for monkeys were described preCharacteristics such as high spontaneous activity and brisk on/off viously (Ito et al., 1998). Animals were initially trained to perform a responses were taken to indicate that the electrode had entered fixation task, in which they detected the dimming of a fixation point layer 4 (von der Heydt and Peterhans, 1989; Snodderly and Gur, and released a lever within a short interval after the dimming oc-1995). Using this strategy, we restricted recordings to the superficial curred. Animals were then trained to do the brightness discriminacortical layers. We avoided recording tracks, in which cells were tion task by modifying the original fixation task gradually. We used color-selective, were not orientation-selective, and showed high a dimming detection task as the fixation task. This task required spontaneous activity, indicative of penetrations in the CO-blob remore precise fixation than that allowed by the fixation window. We gions. In experiments examining the orientation dependence of congave the fixation task during training and recording to reinforce the textual interactions, we selected cells in which the bandwidth for monkeys' fixation. Both monkeys were trained to release a lever orientation was less than 90Њ. even when fixation point disappeared in discrimination trials.
Training started with one test line. After they learned to discriminate the brightness of the test line, the number of distractors was Stimuli and Data Collection increased one by one, and the range of brightness levels of the test
The recordings followed a sequence of receptive field mapping line was gradually narrowed. Finally, a flanking line was added, and under fixation trials and exploration of response properties under they were trained to ignore its presence during the task. The first three attentional conditions, focal toward the receptive field, focal monkey (SA) was used for unit recordings after it was overtrained away from the receptive field, and distributed. Care was taken to to perform the brightness discrimination task. Initial training continmap classical receptive field properties in order to optimize stimulus ued for 31 weeks after we began to obtain psychometric curves.
conditions during the attentional protocol. The cells' receptive field The first reliable data for contextual effect was obtained at the eighth size and position were mapped during fixation trials, when the aniweek. After the monkey was trained with the standard four-position mal did not attend to any stimuli in the periphery. The receptive field stimulus array for 13 weeks, it was then trained with the eightresponse profiles were measured by placing a short line segment position stimulus array for 17 weeks, as described previously (Ito (0.2Њ-0.45Њ) at a series of positions along and orthogonal to the et al., 1998). At the 31st week, we again presented the standard fourorientation axis of the cell, and their orientation specificity deterposition stimuli and the monkey's performance was comparable to mined by placing a line at the center of the receptive field and that seen before we presented the eight-position stimuli. Training measuring responses at 20Њ steps. procedures were also given in a part of the recording procedures, To study the effects of attention on these cells, the cells were which continued until the 54th week. recorded under one of the three attentional regimes. The experimenThe second monkey (UM) was used to obtain control data after tal sequence started with a fixation spot, to which the animal had fixation training (e.g., fixation trials without attention to the periphery) to saccade, and an adjacent reference line. Next, a cue frame was but before training on the attention task. UM was subsequently presented, where in addition to the fixation spot and reference, trained to perform the brightness discrimination task, after which either one or four cue spots were presented, requiring the animal we continued the recordings. Contextual influences were measured to attend to one (focal attention) or to all stimulus locations simultafrom the first week after we began to obtain psychometric curves. neously (distributed attention). Under focal attention, the animal Recordings were initiated at a relatively early stage of the training could be cued either to a position corresponding to that of the (the sixth week).
receptive field under study (focal on) or to positions away from the receptive field (focal away). The cue spots were then turned off, and a series of stimulus frames were shown, each for 100 ms. The Electrophysiological Recording In general, the physiological methods and the recording apparatus number of stimuli was randomly varied from one to six. In the last stimulus, one of the four test lines was a target line whose brightness were the same as described in the previous paper (Kapadia et al.,  1995) . A fiberglass recording chamber with an inner diameter of 16 had to be judged as dimmer or brighter than the reference, and the animal was required to saccade to one of two saccade targets mm was implanted, and trephination was done inside the chamber
